PINK is the energy of love in action. Pink is a magnet to love, an antidote for your fears.
Pink energy nurtures, calms, transforms and restores the balance of love. Pink calms
the nervous system and the mind.
Spray – Pink for love, comfort and romance, to ease anxiety, sleeplessness, calms the
mind from irrational fears and behaviours. Pink opens energy centres to receive love.
Pink when you need a hug.
______________________________________________________________
RED is the energy of action, movement, strength, vitality, the energy to change and
awaken. The energy of Red assists you to deal with survival issues, physical protection
Red is a grounding energy.
Spray – Red to revive your energy, for tiredness, fatigue, or for a boost of energy and
strength. Red moves energy along, use when things are stuck in your life and you need
change.

PEACH is the energy to illuminate and enlighten the soul with new knowledge. Peach
sheds light on what is hidden, helps clear painful issues and memories from past
relationships. The energy of Peach can assist with past life therapy or soul retrieval.
Spray –Peach to heal painful emotions or memories from divorce, break-ups, unrequited
love, loss or grief. Peach lightens the heart and helps you face what needs to be faced.
Peach helps you shine your light.

ORANGE is the energy of creative self-expression, self-worth, self-value, gives you the
confidence to shine. Orange restores balance after a physical, emotional or sexual shock
or traumatic experience.
Spray – Orange to restore balance after shock or traumatic experiences or events, or
when you feeling sad, empty or depressed. Orange energy helps you to detach from
additive or destructive patterns.

GOLD is the energy to restore ones joy, values and abundance through the wisdom of
love. Gold reminds us to ask ‘what would a wise person do now?” Gold assists with
security and abuse issues. Gold can be a restorative tonic when stressed or worn-out.
Spray – Gold to connect with your inner wisdom; for trust and confidence; to balance
emotional overwhelm or stress in relationships. Gold strengthens the spirit and helps you
find clarity and wisdom when making decisions. Brings in abundance.

YE LLOW is the energy to reason, understand, to seek and find. Yellow inspires and
teaches us to think intelligently. Yellow assists in overcoming irrational fears, confusion
or stress from life’s unpredictable changes and challenges.
Spray – Yellow for more joy, fun, play in your life, Yellow energy lightens the heart.
Yellow illuminate the mind with new ideas and information. Great for students helps
them focus when studying. Yellow energy inspires, lightens and up-lifts.
______________________________________________________________

OLIVE is the great supplier of whatever is needed most, the promise of something
new. Olive supports change when there is a need for personal or emotional growth.
The energy of Olive seeks and nurtures new pathways of thinking.

Spray – Olive when feeling exhausted or depleted. Olive will strengthen
your nervous system and intuitive guidance when you are going through
change and need support.

GREEN heralds the energy of new directions and space to be. Green opens the way for
new beginnings and healthy growth in all conditions. Green supports new growth,
renews and heals all systems within the body. Green will neutralize, balance and
stabilizes energies.
Spray –Green for new beginnings, to find your way or direction in situations, Green will
create the space to heal, cleanse and purify negative energies, great to clear you work
space or home environment.

EMERALD is the great healer. Emerald is the energy to succeed without the struggle or
stress. Emerald assists you to face hidden fears or painful feelings that maybe blocking
the heart and the flow of love into your life.
Spray – Emerald when things seem hopeless and you need answers. Emerald heals
at a deep soul level. Emerald supports and balances the subtle vibrations of the heart
during painful issues or physical and emotional stress.

AQUA is the energy of creative thinking and feelings, an expansion of ones being on all
levels. Aqua assists you to communicate from the heart, and make a commitment. Aqua
expanses and elevates the mind and imagination with new and creative thoughts.
Spray – Aqua if you are worried or agitated Aqua creates inner awareness, calms and
stills the mind,. The healing energy of Aqua gives the confidence to communicate from
your heart felt feelings and be seen and heard.

BLUE is the energy to lift you up to a new view and understanding of things and
situations in your life. Blue assists you to let go of control, worry and stress to bring in a
little peace, trust and surrender.
Spray – Blue to expand your energy, to let go of obsessive thinking, control or worry.
Blue helps you elevate your thinking and find a new view, attitude or awareness of
things. Blue brings in the peace from above.
______________________________________________________________
ROYAL BLUE is the energy of higher intelligence, structure and order, right action, raw
creative potential and power. Royal Blue assists in connecting with your higher
guidance, developing your intuition.
Spray – Royal Blue for a good night sleep. Helps with restlessness from emotional
upsets, irrational fears and behaviours. Royal Blue guides you through uncomfortable
situations or the unknown.
VIOLET is the energy of absolute love, transformation, inner guidance and gratitude.
Violet assists to bring in the energy to inspire inner visions, higher thoughts and values.
Violet assists to develop mystic, psychic and clairvoyant abilities.
Spray – Violet for a little ‘help from above’, to enhance your intuition, trust and inner
guidance. The energy of Violet gives you the inner strength to go on, when life seems
all too hard and you feel trapped and need to ‘escape’.
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MAGENTA is the miraculous energy and power of love to transform your life.
Magenta assists you to surrender to What Is, so you can find your path and reach
your full potential in life. Magenta will assist in dissolving control and power issues.
Magenta develops spiritual power.
Spray – Magenta when you need a ‘little magic’ in your life Magenta is the energy of
Divine love when you need nurturing, comfort, care or a hug. Magenta supports you
to let go of what is not supportive or needed any longer in life.
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